
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

  
English 

Spoken Language 

Give an opinion with a reason. Listen to others’ opinions. Use 
Standard English to give an opinion. Recite/perform own 
compositions. 

 
Reading  
 
Know that there are different kinds of stories. 
Recognise key ideas in a text. Make predictions about 
possible events and characters’ behaviour. Give reasons for 
characters’ actions or behaviour. Use prior knowledge and 
reading experiences to understand text. Use the context to 
understand texts.  Ask questions to clarify understanding. 
Find favourite words and phrases. Talk about favourite 
words and phrases. Talk about books or poems read. 
Give an opinion on books or poems read. Learn a poem by 
heart. Recite or perform a poem making the meaning clear. 
 
Writing – Composition  
 
Understand that there are different purposes for writing. 
Decide on the purpose of the writing. Talk about ideas for 
writing. Understand that different language is needed for 
different types of writing. Use a modelled or suggested 
planning format to map out ideas for writing. Understand 
that writing needs an effective ending which will differ 
according to the purpose of the writing. Understand that 
writing, particularly non-narrative, needs organising into 
sections of related ideas. Begin to group related ideas into 
sections. Evaluate effectiveness of writing. 
Make changes following suggestions or with support. 
 
 

Maths 

Recognise the place value of each digit in a 2 digit number 
Recognise and use the inverse relationship between addition 
and subtraction and use this to check calculations and missing 
number problems. 
Choose and use appropriate standard units to estimate and 
measure: 

- temperature (°C) 
- capacity (l/ml) 

to the nearest appropriate unit, using, thermometers & 
measuring vessels. 
Revisit and revise previous Year 2 objectives with regard to 
fractions, ie 
Know ½, ¾, ¼ of numbers and work out equivalence of 
fractions 
Use mathematical vocabulary to describe position, direction 
and movement, including movement in a straight line and 
distinguishing between rotation as a turn and in terms of right 
angles for quarter, half and three-quarter turns (clockwise and 
anti-clockwise) 
Compare and sort common 2D and 3D shapes and everyday 
objects. 
  
Compare and sequence intervals of time. 
  
Recognise that division is the inverse of multiplication and use to 
check calculations. 
Ask and answer simple questions by counting the number of 
objects in each category and sorting the categories by 
quantity  
  
Ask and answer questions about totalling and compare 
categorical data 
Find different combinations of coins that equal the same 
amounts of money. 
  
Solve simple problems in a practical context involving addition 
& subtraction of money of the same unit, including giving 
change. 
 

Science  

Identify and compare the suitability of a variety 
of everyday materials, including wood, metal, 
plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and cardboard for 
particular uses  

Find out how the shapes of solid objects made 
from some materials can be changed by squashing, 
bending, twisting and stretching.  

Pupils should identify and discuss the uses of 
different everyday materials so that they become 
familiar with how some materials are used for 
more than one thing (metal can be used for coins, 
cans, cars and table legs; wood can be used for 
matches, floors, and telegraph poles) or different 
materials are used for the same thing (spoons can 
be made from plastic, wood, metal, but not 
normally from glass).  
 
They should think about the properties of 
materials that make them suitable or unsuitable 
for particular purposes and they should be 
encouraged to think about unusual and creative 
uses for everyday materials. Pupils might find out 
about people who have developed useful new 
materials, for example John Dunlop, Charles 
Macintosh or John McAdam.  
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geography 

Wherever next?  
Location and journeys   
Focus: hot and cold places, continent, oceans, 
North/South/East/West.  

   

 

  

Science – What would Traction Man use to build our 
school?  

 

 

 

R.E.  

How do Buddhists show their beliefs? 
Children will build upon their basic 
understanding of Buddhism gained in Year 1. 
They will learn about worship, ceremonies and 
how commitment and belonging is shown 
through a variety of different actions. 

P.E. 

Children will work on games skills and athletic 
activities, learning to throw, jump and run. 
They will develop their balance,   agility and co-
ordination, and begin to apply these in a range 
of activities. 

 

 

Music 
Recorders  
 
To use their voices expressively and creatively 
by singing songs and speaking chants and 
rhymes  
Play tuned and untuned instruments musically  
Listen with concentration and understanding 
to a range of high-quality live and recorded 
music, experiment with, create, select and 
combine sounds using the inter-related 
dimensions of music. 
 

  

Computing/ICT 

Algorythms-ipad apps- sequencing, probots 

Cyberbullying 

Photographs- instructions  

Publishing- a weather leaflet or poster 

Digital imagery-photos 

History 

All change? Holidays now and then.  
NC ref: Changes within living memory and 
beyond. Significant places in our own locality.  
Focus: Identifying and writing about change and 
its causes. Forming an interpretation, use of 
primary sources  
Compare holidays now and 1950s and Victorian. 
Use of historic environment  e.g. Saltburn  

PSHE-  

Children will take part in a simple debate 
about topical issues. They will discuss 
what improves and harms their local, 
natural and built environments and about 
some of the ways people look after them.   
  

       
         

        
     

DT/Forest Schools 

Construction and textiles 

Can you make a Traction Man Puppet and his action outfit? 

 

Mechanisms  

How can we make creatures in Billy’s Bucket move? 

How can you classify your toys taking account of the 
materials they are made of? 
What are the main reasons for choosing materials for 
different parts of the school buildings? 
What are the advantages and disadvantages of some 
common materials? 
How can you design and make your own Traction Man 
using a variety of different materials? 
How can you design a perfect playground using a range 
of materials and explain why you have chosen the 
materials? 
Reflection: Each group will take a different material and 
give a presentation about their chosen material. 
 
 

Art  
Seaside pictures in the style of L.S. Lowery.  

 

Shading shells - pencil 


